Art Installation as a Catalyst to Activities and Positive Behaviour in Back Lanes of Shah Alam Commercial Areas
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Abstract

This paper represents on women behavior safety enigma, also an on-going progress study of the cultural landscape in the context of the historic city where knowledge unfolds. The study has tracked women’s experience of place, which responses on the visual elements that become an incredibly diverse culture surrounding and norms. Eventually, the historic city seems meet their expectations in cultural aspects a safe building has resulted for living and work environment. Therefore, having known their understanding influence on structure-building façade concluded and rediscovered the perception that adds value contributes in the urban setting.

1. Introduction

The community involvement in the planning of urban public spaces is a raising practice nowadays to gain crucial input from the public regarding their needs and preferences for the spaces that they live in. Widodo (2012) advocates that a building process is a community event and effort, hence requires the architect to immerse himself completely in the community and the transformation process. It is a materialization of culture that continuously transformed and enriched over the period of time and a process of physical-spatial articulation of social-cultural inhabitation. Merely depending on the designers to produce a good public space based on higher level decisionmaking without co-operation of the public, might not be as successful in improving social life that enhance the social interactions between the urban communities, (Wan Ismail W.A., et all, 2015).

According to Shamsuddin, S. et all (2013), the urban form that encourage walkability is the current trend for city design where human scale activities are encouraged at the street level to attract people to walk in the city centres. Well managed streetscapes furniture with strong character is essential for producing a comfortable and conducive environment for walking that could improve the biological health of the pedestrians. However, disconnected streets that are often gloomy, scary and unnoticed such as the back alley becomes a hindrance to walkability. The unnoticed back alley that is usually underutilized is also categorized as spaces of uncertainty.
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In the spaces of uncertainty, resultant behavior could be positive or negative based on the utilization of space by the people. This differs to the designed public spaces where people react to programmed activities and its setting based on the perceived environmental constraint. Negative utilization of the spaces of uncertainty might attract criminals whilst positive utilization of spaces of uncertainty could grow a strong self-reliance community with a strong identity and contributes to the city’s vibrancy and safety. Human behavior in design spaces might differ in spaces of uncertainty. The ambiance of public spaces either designed or unplanned affects the behavior and experience of people. According to the Agostin-Sanggar V., (2007), human behavior, experiences and social interactions in public spaces are the results of the mind processes influenced by different features that maybe physical, social, cultural or sensory.

In spaces of uncertainty where the spaces are mostly unnoticed and partially a no man’s land, profit making is not the primary, thus budget and time are not so much a constraint, but yet some of these spaces are utilized by its community despite lack of designers touch. This suggests that there is a gap in the human behavior theory specifically in the areas of spaces of uncertainty where opportunities for exploration of activities by its immediate communities. This research aims to identify further spaces of uncertainty utilization and formulate a new theory of human behavior in spaces of uncertainty to foster a safe and peaceful develop nation. This is in line with the National Key Results Area (NKRA) 1 that is to reduce crime and Chapter 6 of the 10th Malaysia Plan.

2. Literature Review

Issues relating to the spaces of uncertainty in Malaysia centers upon the utilization of these spaces whether it is utilized positively or negatively and how it affects neighbouring communities. Publicly owned spaces of uncertainty where restraints are vague, an opportunity for intervention and explorations of uses by the community become broad (Qamaruz Zaman, N. et all, 2013). Spaces of uncertainty is defined as leftover spaces by Muller and Busmann (2012), underutilized old buildings yards, lanes, or casual passageways by Akkerman and Ariela F. Cornfeld (2009), unnoticed and meaningless urban voids by Eli First and Tamar Pertzov (2004). In these spaces, regulations and surveillance are lacking, hence causes the feeling of unsafe and fear of crime. Back alley is used as a passage for services behind a building, an alternative that is commonly abandoned, excluded and becomes a crime prone area. In Malaysia, back alleys tend to be a long and excluded terrace. The installation of art in the back alley could change the negative perception of back alley. Arts is a universally accepted medium that could transform gloomy back alley into a more lively and comfortable area. According to Seymour, W. et all (2010), adding cultural and inspirational murals, allowing graffiti artists to decorate the alley for aesthetic purposes, adding trees, grass, and benches could make back alley a more pleasant space for people. Back alley could be turned into a tolerable space for the community that prevents crime and at the same time improve the urban condition and enhance safety. Interpretations of public art in public spaces can be subjective. The ideas and values created by the artists could be responsive to the place, its community, its people, the politics, and the social or environmental issue that could be digested by the public. Apart from reflecting the values of society and transform a landscape, public art is also a medium used to deliver messages and indirect education. It is an expression of how the artists want the community to see and response to the time and place based on individual interpretations.

2.1 Public art impact to the community

Public art can give value to a city, to its society, to the culture and the local economy. It engraves the evolving culture that advocates scenario of the society at a particular location, crossing between the past, present and future, between movements, and between ideas. Public art could enhance the built environment and rejuvenate public spaces, accessible to all walks of life at any time of the day, and it is usually without a cost. A recent study on the influence of art installation in public space has shown that the art installation is a catalyst, opening a metaphorical conversation about the role of art in contemporary society (Grigoleit, A., 2013). Art has its own power, power of attraction and influence, which can provide a positive ambiance that attracts the crowd and generate the positive behaviour of the visitors. Ziarek (2002) stated that art can take over the relations between forces in society and transposes them into its own aesthetic force.

2.2 Public Art impact to social, culture and economy

Participation in the arts improves physical and psychological well-being (Joshua Guetzkow, 2002), enhance individual life through encouraging individual creativity, spirit, and potential through providing release, relaxation, and entertainment (Arthurs,
Public art space could also become a venue that draws people together who would otherwise not be engaged in a constructive social activity. An art process that involves professional artists and community members in a collaborative creative process produces collective experience and public expression (Guetzkow, 2002). Art could also build social capital by getting people involved, by connecting organizations to each other and by giving participants experience in organizing and working with local government and non-profits (Guetzkow, 2002). Public art can build community identity and pride, leading to positive community norms, such as diversity, tolerance and free expression (Guetzkow, 2002). Amongst other benefits of installing public arts includes the opportunity for business and commercial activities due to the crowd hauled by it. “My murals help the city look better, brighter, improve business and property values”. (Mike, 2009). Guetzkow (2002) revealed that public art space increases the attractiveness of an area to tourists, businesses, people and investment.

2.3 Types of art installation

There are various types of public art installation that includes (but not limited to) 2d painting, 3d painting, 3d installation and street furniture. 2d painting is an art on a flat surface, created by the artist on the wall or the ground that is also known as mural art or graffiti. The media used could be paint or spray. 3d painting is a perspective on a tonal drawing that creates 3d effect when the user stands at a specific point. 3d installation is an art of 3d objects that could also be defined as sculpture or mixed art. Street furniture is objects placed permanently or temporarily in public spaces that create attractiveness, and it is a meaningful aspect of the urban public open space. Jane Jacob (1961), an urban planning guru mentioned that ‘if the city’s street looks interesting, the city looks interesting, if they look dull, the city looks dull’. According to Bulut & Atabeyo (2006) from Aziz, A. et al (2012), street are not merely created to accommodate traffic, but it also adds meaning to the city identities and uplift the life of the society through its design, quality, function and aesthetic value.

3. Research Methodology

Fundamentally, both qualitative and quantitative methods are adopted in doing this research that includes questionnaire survey, data tabulation using the SPSS software and field observation. Field observation was done in both case studies focussing on the user’s behaviour, the condition of space and the activities that occurred in Laman Seni 2 and Laman Seni 7. Data are recorded via photography and notes on human behaviour. The questionnaire survey was designed to get information on user’s appreciation, experience and feelings with regards to the art installation at the back alley. The questionnaire was distributed in the site study in the back alley of commercial centre Section 7, Shah Alam, also known as Laman Seni 7. The questionnaire survey was done in the morning, afternoon and evening within four days in which two days on weekdays and the other two days was on a weekend. The survey was done in the month of October 2014 using a random sampling technique. Data collected from the questionnaire survey was tabulated using SPSS software with the number of 40 respondents. Next, the data was used to determine the relationship between public art installation and the effects towards the user’s behaviour. It analyses the current condition and quality of space of the back alley that has transformed into a public place.

4. Findings

Based on the site observation done on both case studies that is Laman Seni 2 and Laman Seni 7, new activities seemed to materialize to an otherwise a lifeless, unnoticed and scary back lane. Various types of art installations succeeded in producing a positive urban space that attracts the public to visit the back lanes for various reasons and activities, turning the back lane into an active, vibrant and enjoyable space. The space is more than a hub for the artist to express their talents; it is the place for art lovers and local people meet and interact. The back lane has turned into a phenomenal scene where it becomes a new leisure ground that is suitable for all ages, creates an opportunity for networking as well as a business opportunity that promotes better and healthy urban lifestyle.

4.1 The case studies: Laman Seni 2 and Laman Seni 7 in Shah Alam

The case studies for this research are located in Shah Alam commercial areas that are in Section 2 and Section 7. The project of the art installation was managed by the KHZNH Studio with the consent of the local authority, MBSA (Majlis Bandara
Shah Alam). Laman Seni 2 was a pioneer street art project before Laman Seni 7 street art competition was undertaken. The successfulness of Laman Seni 2 to ‘redefine the back lanes into a usable space for the community’ (KHZNH, 2015), brought to an experimentation of street art competition of Laman Seni 7 which as anticipated produced a wider attraction due to publicity, promotions and participation of all walks of life. Continuous updates via Facebook of KHZNH and individual artists create awareness to the public and the excitement to see its completion.

4.2 Behaviour and Activities in Laman Seni 2
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4.3 Behaviour and activities in Laman Seni

Figure 2: (a) Art installation in Laman Seni after completion, (b) Crowd hanging out and appreciating the artwork, (c) Children relates well to the 'outdoor classroom' 3d installation, (d) Mural painting, (e) Versatility of photo taking, (f) Music band performance.
(Source: Tarmizi, 2014)
4.4 Activity updates and publicity

Figure 3: (a) Photo taking, (b) Skateboarding activity, (c) Mural painting, (d,e,f) Commercial activities or street bazaar (Source: Tarmizi, 2014). (g) Mestika angklung performance, (h) Radio Station Crew, (i) Recreational activities, (j) Cultural performance, (k) Opening ceremony, (l) TV coverage.
(Source: KHZNH studio)

Figure 4: (a,b,c) The activates and programs that are to be held at both Laman Seni 2 and Laman Seni 7 are make known to the public through banners, fliers and social media such as Facebook. Cotinuous updates could be accessible successfully through KHZNH Studio Facebook and the MBSA Digital Screen.
4.5 Questionnaire survey analysis

A simple and questionnaire survey was distributed in Laman Seri 7 with the purpose of getting the idea on the people that uses Laman Seni 7, their purpose of visits, their preferences on the and the influence of the installed arts to the user’s feelings.
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(a) Age distribution of respondents
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(b) Gender distribution of respondents

Figure 5: (a) Among the respondents, female are more than the male users with (b) the age group of 21-29 is higher than the under 20 years of age and 30-35 age group
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(a) Preferred type of art
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(b) Art interest

Figure 6: (a) The respondents that are interested in arts are higher in number than those without arts interest, (b) the preferences of the types of arts are highest in the abstract arts, followed by expressionism, pop art, batik art and the least preferred in the classical arts
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(a) Purpose of visits
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(b) Laman Seni attractions

Figure 7: (a) The purpose of visits of the respondents are highest at wanting to view the art piece as compared to filling the leisure time and passing by, (b) Mixed art is seemed to be the attraction of Laman Seni 7, followed by mural painting, furniture installation and lastly 3D painting
5. Conclusion

The installation of art in public space gives a positive impact on the environment of a back lane socially, culturally and economically. Transformation of the back lanes into attractive, lively and vibrant part of the city attracts the crowd of inhabitants to appreciate the art installation, cultivating various activities and positive behavior. The once ‘spaces of uncertainty’ now becomes a destination where various layers of community intermingle. Based on the survey, a majority of the respondent’s feels comfortable, calm and feels that they could reduce their stress when they visit Laman Seni 7. The back alley transformations reduce the feeling of unsafe and fear of crime because the back lane is no longer a secluded place in the urban framework. Human scale activities such as recreational activities, street performances, and commercial activities increase the probability of walkability, hence promoting a healthy living environment in the city.

It could also be concluded that art installation is a catalyst towards positive behavior and lively activities. However, the type of art installation that is of preferences is the mixed art as compared to merely 3D paintings. This is an important finding as it gives significant information on the things that could attract the public. Mixed art opens up for the possibility of uses and behaviors, allowing the users to explore further the art piece. Apart from the art installation, continuity of events and activities is crucial to ensure that the users keep on coming to the venue and not just a ‘one time visit’. A Variety of events should be formulated to attract various layers of the community to use the public space. Effective ways of informing the public about the events that will be held at the venue are also crucial to ensure for the successfulness of the events.

The most crucial aspect of the back alley transformation is promotions of the effort, community involvement since the beginning of the project to instill the sense of belonging to the space, once it is transformed. It is the process from the start to the end that gives meanings to the users, making them comfortable to explore and adopt to the space rather than the rigidness of the completed product or projects. Collaboration with the local council and the public participations could be more successful in creating a good public space as compared to the decision making by a single party alone.

6. Recommendations

It is highly recommended that place-keeping could be practiced to ensure that the condition of the paintings on the back alley is always in good condition. Collaborative maintenance activities should be formulated to increase the sense of belonging to the community rather than depending solely on the local authorities to maintain the space. Periodical art competition could also be done at the same venue in order to give new attraction after some time in order to recreate the excitement. The quality of lighting in the Laman Seni during night time should be enhanced to ensure comfort and safety. Installation of lamp art to illuminate the area could both illuminate the area and enhances the art installations project. Green elements to soften and balance the hardscape features in the form of greenscape could increase the richness of the venue, making it more interesting and energized. Cafes or food vendor could also excite the venue and ensure continuous ‘eyes on the street’.
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